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Abstract
For over two decades, cache attacks have been shown to pose
a significant risk to the security of computer systems. In partic-
ular, a large number of works show that cache attacks provide
a stepping stone for implementing transient-execution attacks.
However, much less effort has been expended investigating the
reverse direction—how transient execution can be exploited
for cache attacks. In this work, we answer this question.

We first show that using transient execution, we can per-
form arbitrary manipulations of the cache state. Specifically,
we design versatile logical gates whose inputs and outputs are
the caching state of memory addresses. Our gates are generic
enough that we can implement them in WebAssembly. More-
over, the gates work on processors from multiple vendors,
including Intel, AMD, Apple, and Samsung. We demonstrate
that these gates are Turing complete and allow arbitrary com-
putation on cache states, without exposing the logical values
to the architectural state of the program.

We then show two use cases for our gates in cache attacks.
The first use case is to amplify the cache state, allowing us
to create timing differences of over 100 millisecond between
the cases that a specific memory address is cached or not. We
show how we can use this capability to build eviction sets in
WebAssembly, using only a low-resolution (0.1 millisecond)
timer. For the second use case, we present the Prime+Store
attack, a variant of Prime+Probe that decouples the sampling
of cache states from the measurement of said state. Prime+
Store is the first timing-based cache attack that can sample the
cache state at a rate higher than the clock rate. We show how to
use Prime+Store to obtain bits from a concurrently executing
modular exponentiation, when the only timing signal is at a
resolution of 0.1 millisecond.

1 Introduction

Modern processors consist of a large collection of components
and algorithms that implement the instruction set architecture
(ISA), collectively called the microarchitecture. One such

important component is an out-of-order execution engine,
which schedules and executes the instructions of the program.
Out-of-order execution improves program performance by ex-
ecuting instructions when all their dependencies are satisfied
instead of strictly following the program order.

Out-of-order execution is inherently speculative, both be-
cause the processor aims to predict the control flow of the
program and because it assumes that instructions do not ter-
minate abnormally, e.g., due to traps. Thus, the processor
may execute instructions that do not appear in the nominal
program execution. Because the results computed by such
instructions are dropped and are never committed to the archi-
tectural state of the processor, such so-called transient instruc-
tions were considered an innocuous side effect of out-of-order
execution. However, the discovery of transient-execution at-
tacks [9, 40, 43, 92] demonstrated that this is not the case.
Specifically, while the results of transient instructions are
ignored, the side effects of the computation on microarchitec-
tural components are not reversed. Consequently, an attacker
can cause transient execution of instructions that access secret
data and transmit it through the state of microarchitectural
components, such as caches.

Many microarchitectural components are caches that store
the results of recent operations with the aim of accelerating
future similar operations. Cache attacks [21, 45, 78], which
observe the cache state to leak secret data, have been known
for two decades [80]. These attacks target various caches,
including data caches [29, 44, 52, 53, 59, 93, 94, 96], in-
struction and microcode caches [4, 57, 62], address transla-
tion [27, 42, 84], and branch prediction [2, 3, 16, 17, 97].
Cache attacks have a devastating impact on the security of
cryptographic implementations, including symmetric cryp-
tography [12, 13, 23, 35, 36, 52, 64, 80], public-key sys-
tems [7, 19, 54, 55, 65, 96], and even non-cryptographic
code [28, 73, 95].

Cache attacks typically need to distinguish cache hits from
misses. As the timing difference is very small (less than a
hundred nanoseconds), reducing the accuracy of available
timers is considered as a line of defense against such at-
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tacks [32, 41, 85]. Consequently, to protect against transient-
execution attacks that exploit caches, browsers reduce the
resolution of the timers they provide [31, 56, 89] and also
eliminate some methods of creating artificial timers [70].

Restricting timer resolution also limits the attacker’s ability
to find eviction sets. These are groups of congruent addresses
in the cache, i.e., addresses that map to the same cache set [28,
44, 52, 59, 83, 94], which are used to evict other addresses
from the cache. Techniques for finding eviction sets also
require the ability to distinguish hits from misses [44, 58, 59,
86]. Hence, low-resolution timers also hamper an essential
step for carrying out cache attacks.

Some cache attacks have been designed to use only low-
resolution timers [14, 30, 47, 66, 72, 74, 75]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, none of these has been adapted
for finding eviction sets and the question of finding eviction
sets with low-resolution timers remains open. Moreover, in
all published attacks, the timer resolution limits the sampling
rate. In particular, no high-resolution tracing attacks, e.g.,
against modular exponentiation [8, 44, 96, 98] have been
demonstrated using only low-resolution timers.

A large number of works exploit cache states for imple-
menting transient-execution attacks [5, 6, 10, 11, 30, 39, 42,
43, 46, 60, 61, 66, 67, 68, 69, 71, 76, 81, 82]. However, the
reverse question has so far not been investigated. Thus, in this
work, we ask the following question:

Can transient execution improve cache attacks?

Our Contribution
In this work we answer the question in the affirmative. We
demonstrate that effects of transient execution can improve
cache attacks significantly. The core idea is that cache states
can affect the length of speculative execution and the way
it modifies future state. We develop techniques that allow
us to manipulate cache states, amplify it, store information
in it, and even compute on it. We then use these techniques
to demonstrate how we can perform high-resolution cache
attacks with only a low-resolution timer.

The core idea behind our techniques is that cache states
can represent information [47]. In our instantiation we use
the presence of an address in the last-level cache (LLC) to
represent a Boolean state. When a memory address is in the
LLC, the value it represents is a logical ′1′. Conversely, if it is
not in the LLC, its value is a logical ′0′. We note that program
execution indirectly affects the logical value associated with
an address. For example, reading from or writing to a memory
address brings it to the cache, setting its logical value to ′1′.
Conversely, using the clflush instruction to evict a memory
address from the cache sets its logical value to ′0′.

We then design gates that operate on the logical value of
memory addresses. Each gate has one or more input addresses.
The core of the gate consists of an instruction that starts
transient execution followed by one or more memory accesses
to output addresses. The gate creates an input-dependent race

between the time that the processor detects and squashes
the transient execution and the time that the accesses to the
output execute. It is designed so that if a logical function
of the inputs, such as NAND, is true, the memory accesses
win the race and get executed transiently. Otherwise, if the
function is false, the transient execution wins the race and
the memory accesses do not execute.

We test our gates on multiple processors. All of our gates
work with little modifications on Intel and AMD processors.
Some of the gates also work on ARM processors, including
Apple M1 and Samsung Exynos. Our gates are reminiscent of
the “weird gates” of Evtyushkin et al. [18]; however, they do
not investigate the use of the gates for cache attacks. Moreover,
our gates are more generic and more accurate than theirs. See
a comparison in Section 7.

To demonstrate the robustness and versatility of our gates,
we use them to implement three circuits. To show that our
gates allow Turing complete computation, we first implement
a four-bit Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) [50]. Executing the
250 gates of the circuit produces the correct result in 80%
of the cases. Following Evtyushkin et al. [18], we then in-
vestigate the use of our gates for implementing SHA-1 [49].
Specifically, we implement the round function of SHA-1 us-
ing 2 208 gates. The circuit produces a correct 160-bit result
in 63% of the cases. Our final example is Conway’s game of
life [20]. It consists of 6 464 gates per generation and correctly
computes one generation of an 12×12 universe in 62.76% of
the cases.

We then turn our attention to using the gates for cache
attacks. We first show how our gates allow using a low-
resolution timer to detect whether a target memory line is
in the cache or not. For that, we use gates with a large fan-out
to repeatedly replicate the state of the target memory location
over multiple memory addresses. We can now access all the
addresses with replicated state, amplifying the signal enough
to be detected with a low-resolution timer. Overall, we am-
plify the signal by six orders of magnitude, achieving a timing
difference of over 100 millisecond between the cases.

We then use our amplification technique to find eviction
sets in the Chrome browser using the built-in JavaScript timer,
whose resolution is 0.1 millisecond. Specifically, we use the
algorithm of Vila et al. [86] with our amplification. We build
an eviction set in approximately 15 seconds on average, show-
ing that reducing clock resolution does not prevent eviction
set creation.

Finally, we implement a cryptographic attack with low-
resolution timer. We present Prime+Store, a variant of the
Prime+Probe attack [36, 44, 52, 53], which is implemented
using gates. Prime+Store uses a NAND gate to sample the
cache state and store the result to a cache state of an unre-
lated memory address. This decouples the cache sampling
from the time measurement, allowing to collect a sequence of
samples at a high rate. After collecting multiple samples, we
amplify each separately to obtain the probe result. We use the
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attack against the implementation of modular exponentiation
in GnuPG 1.4.13. We show that although we use a timer with
a resolution of 0.1 millisecond, we can sample the cache every
0.33 microsecond—more than two orders of magnitude faster
than the clock resolution.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We investigate, for the first time, how transient execution

can be used for improving cache attacks.
• We show how to use transient execution to build logi-

cal gates that manipulate the state of the cache based on
whether data is cached or not (Section 3). Our gates are
generic and versatile. They can work on multiple architec-
tures and can be implemented in WebAssembly.

• We demonstrate that our gates are robust enough to perform
arbitrary calculations in the cache (Section 4).

• We show how to use our gates to amplify a small timing
difference and distinguish whether a memory address is
cached with a low-resolution timer, and use this amplifica-
tion to build eviction sets in WebAssembly, using only a
low-resolution timer (Section 5).

• We show how to perform high-resolution cache attacks with
a low-resolution timer (Section 6).

Responsible Disclosure. We disclosed our results and noti-
fied affected vendors, namely, Intel, AMD, Apple, Samsung,
Arm, Google, and Mozilla. All acknowledged the issue but
did not consider that it exposes new threats to their products
and did not require an embargo.

2 Background

Cache. The cache is a small bank of memory located near the
processor. By storing recently accessed data, it exploits the
temporal and spatial locality of typical programs to bridge the
speed gap between the fast processor and the slower memory.
Specifically, the memory space is divided into fixed-size lines,
typically 64 bytes. When the processor accesses memory, it
first checks whether the requested line resides in the cache.
If that line is found in the cache, or cache hit, the memory
access is served quickly from the cache. On the other hand,
if the requested line is not in the cache, or cache miss, the
processor is forced to retrieve the line from the main memory,
and the memory access is served much slower. The processor
then stores the retrieved data in the cache for potential future
uses. Since caches have limited capacities, the processor may
need to evict some lines from the cache to create space for
storing the recently retrieved memory lines into the cache.

Modern processors typically use multiple caches, with a
common hierarchy that consists of L1, L2, and L3 caches. L1
cache is the smallest and fastest, located in each processor
core. The L3 cache or last-level cache (LLC) is the slowest but
has the largest capacity and is shared among other processor
cores.

Modern caches are usually set-associative where they are
organized into multiple sets, each consisting of a number of

ways. Each memory line is mapped to a single cache set and
can only be stored in one of the ways of the particular set it
is mapped to. Memory addresses that map to the same cache
set are called congruent to each other. A group of congruent
memory addresses is called an eviction set.
Prime+Probe. Prime+Probe [52] is a cache attack technique
that exploits the structure of set-associative caches to leak in-
formation. The attack consists of three steps. In the first prime
step, the attacker prepares the cache into a pre-defined state
by filling one or more cache sets with attacker’s data, which
is usually achieved through repeatedly accessing elements
of an eviction set. In the next step, the attacker simply lets
the victim execute and possibly evict some of the attacker’s
pre-filled data out of the cache. This happens if the victim
accesses memory that is mapped to a cache set previously
filled with the attacker’s data. In the final probe step, the at-
tacker measures the time it takes to access the data it used
during the prime phrase. If the data can be retrieved quickly
or within short access time, this means that this data was still
in the cache, i.e., it was not evicted during the victim’s ex-
ecution. On the other hand, if it takes a long time to access
the data, this indicates that the data has been evicted by the
victim, implying that the victim has accessed data which is
mapped into that specific cache set. The attacker then uses
the mapping between cache sets and address bits to learn the
memory address that the victim has accessed.
The Instruction Pipeline. Program execution in modern
processors is shared between two main components, the front
end and the execution engine. The front end fetches instruc-
tions from memory, decodes them and transfers them to the
execution engine for execution.1 The execution engine then
executes the instructions and notifies the front end when com-
pleted. The front end then commits the results of the instruc-
tions to the architectural state and retires the instructions.
Out-of-Order Execution. To exploit instruction-level par-
allelism, the execution engine does not execute instructions
in the order specified by the program. Instead, it executes
instructions when all their arguments are ready and a suitable
execution unit is available. To implement out-of-order exe-
cution, the front end and the execution engine share a data
structure called reorder buffer (ROB), which keeps track of
in-flight instructions. Specifically, the front end issues instruc-
tions to the execution engine by recording them at the tail of
the ROB. The execution engine uses a variant of the Tomasulo
algorithm [79] to execute the instructions in some arbitrary
order, and records execution termination in the ROB. When
the instruction at the head of the ROB terminates, the front
end removes it from the ROB and retires it. This ensures that
instructions retire in program order irrespective of the order
they are executed in.

1Technically, decoding converts instructions to micro-operations (µops).
The exact distinction between instructions and µops is not relevant for this
work and we use ‘instructions’ to refer to both instructions and the µops they
correspond to.
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Branch Prediction. When the front end decodes a branch,
it often cannot determine the next instruction because the
branch condition or target address is yet to be computed. In-
stead of stalling, the front end tries to predict the branch out-
come based on recently executed branches. It then continues
to issue instructions based on the prediction. For correct pre-
dictions, this saves time by allowing younger instructions to
execute before the branch executes. However, if the prediction
turns out to be incorrect, the execution engine squashes all
younger instructions and asks the front end to resume execu-
tion from the correct outcome of the branch. The front end
ignores squashed instructions and never retires them. Thus,
their results are never committed. The same mechanism is
used for squashing younger instructions when an older in-
struction causes a trap, such as division by zero or memory
access violation.

Instructions that are executed and eventually squashed are
also called transient. While the processor does not commit
their results to the architectural state, any effects that exe-
cuting transient instructions has on the microarchitectural
state of the processor are not reversed, leading to potential
vulnerabilities [9, 40, 43].

3 Gates

This section describes the main ideas behind our implementa-
tions of logical gates based on cache states and speculative
execution. We explain the computational model, assumptions,
and design rationale.

3.1 Computational Model

We use logical gates to implement computation on the mi-
croarchitectural cache states of memory addresses. We de-
fine the logical value of “uncached” addresses as ′0′, and of
“cached” addresses (either in L1, L2, or LLC) as ′1′. Changing
the logical state from ′0′ to ′1′ is straightforward: we sim-
ply need to read the data stored in an address, and it will be
fetched into the cache. However, we do not assume access
to low-level instructions (e.g., clflush) that can set the cache
state to ′0′ directly. Instead, we assume that the initial value
for hitherto unused addresses is ′0′. Our gates compute a logi-
cal function of their inputs and store the result in the output.
Because testing an input is done by accessing it, our gate
evaluation is destructive. That is, computing over the state of
an address brings it to the cache, setting its logical value to ′1′.
The main implication of destructive gates is that we cannot
reuse the same address as an input to multiple gates.

3.2 NOT Gate

The main insight that motivates our design is that the length of
the speculation window of a mispredicted branch is not fixed.

if (*in == 0) 
  return;
out = mul(out, x) 
out = mul(out, x)

1. After branch training,
we mispredict the
condition and continue
execution

...
out = mul(out, x)
read(*out)

...
out = mul(out, x)
...
out = mul(out, x)

2. Rollback of
speculative
window if '*in' is 
in L1

3. Rollback of speculative
window if '*in' is  in L2

4. Rollback of
speculative
window if '*in' is 
in L3

5. If '*in' is uncached we
reach the code that
access '*out' before 
speculative window is
squashed 

Note: x is set to
1 during run time

Figure 1: NOT Gate. read(*out) is transiently executed only
when *in is not cached.

Instead, it depends on the time it takes the processor to evalu-
ate the condition of the mispredicted branch. The length of
the speculative window determines the number of instructions
that are speculatively executed after the branch. Hence, the
number of instructions that are executed speculatively varies
with the time it takes to resolve the branch condition.

Figure 1 shows how we use these variable-length specu-
lative windows to create a NOT gate. We use a branch con-
ditioned on *in. Architecturally, we have *in=0. Hence the
code should return without executing any of the subsequent
instructions. However, the value of *in is not immediately
available to the CPU as the pointer needs to be dereferenced

Before using the gate, we train the branch predictor to
assume *in is not zero. Consequently, while waiting for the
branch condition to be evaluated, the processor continues to
speculatively execute instructions from the predicted branch.
The length of this speculative window depends on the time it
takes the processor to evaluate the branch condition, which is
dominated by the time it takes to retrieve the value of *in.

In turn, the time to retrieve the value of *in depends on
where that value is stored. If the variable *in is cached in the
L1 data cache, accessing it will be quick (≈4 cycles). The
time will be longer if *in is retrieved from the L2 cache, and
even longer if it needs to be retrieved from the LLC. Finally,
if the value of *in is not cached, it will need to be retrieved
from memory, which would take a few hundreds of cycles.

The mispredicted branch contains a sequence of dummy
operations (we use imul instructions to repeatedly multiply the
pointer out by 1) followed by a memory access to the output
variable *out. Tying the value of out to the multiplication
ensures that the processor does not execute the memory access
before all of the dummy instructions complete execution.

The number of dummy operations is carefully chosen such
that if *in is cached in any of the cache levels, the speculative
window will terminate before the memory access to *out is
issued and *out will not be accessed. However, if the value
of *in is not cached, the speculative window is long enough
and the access to *out executes speculatively. Eventually, the
processor retrieves the value of *in and squashes all instruc-
tions on the mispredicted branch. However, because memory
accesses execute asynchronously, the memory access to *out
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will complete even if the instruction is squashed.
If *in is cached (′1′) then *out is not accessed and main-

tains its original logical value. Conversely, if *in is not
cached, the memory access to *out executes transiently, bring-
ing the value of *out to the cache, which sets the logical value
to ′1′. As we assume the initial state of *out is uncached (′0′),
the end result is that, after executing the gate, the logical
value of *out is the inverse of the original logical value of
*in. Hence, the gate computes the logical NOT function.

3.3 More Complex Gates
The technique used for implementing the NOT in Section 3.2
can be extended to implement more complex logical gates.
We now demonstrate how we can combine inputs to create a
NAND gate and add branches to create a NOR.

3.3.1 NAND Gate

To create a NAND gate, we take our NOT gate and replace
the if statement if (*in == 0) with:

if (*in1 + *in2 == 0)

Similar to the NOT gate, after we train the branch predictor,
a speculative execution window is opened. It continues to run
until the values of both *in1 and *in2 are made available to
the CPU. The CPU processes the two read requests in parallel.
Thus, the length of the speculative window is approximately
the longer of the two access times.

If either of the input addresses is uncached, the processor
needs to wait until the contents is retrieved from memory,
resulting in a long speculation window. Consequently, in such
a case, speculative execution reaches the read(*out) instruc-
tion, setting the value of the output to ′1′. On the other hand,
if both addresses are cached, the length of the speculative win-
dow is shorter. Consequently, the misspeculation is squashed
before it reaches the read code, and the state of the output
address remains ′0′. To summarize, if the state of both in-
put addresses is ′1′, the output value remains ′0′. Otherwise,
the output is set to ′1′. Hence, the code computes the logical
NAND function.

3.3.2 NOR Gate

For a NOR gate, we replace the single if statement of the NOT ,
i.e., if (*in == 0), with two consecutive if statements:

if (*in1 == 0) {return;}
if (*in2 == 0) {return;}

If either input addresses is cached, the speculative window
of the corresponding if statement is short and speculation is
squashed before the processor executes the read. This leaves
the state of the output address at ′0′. However, if both input
addresses are not in the cache, the processor needs to retrieve
both values from memory before it can squash the speculation
of any of the branches. This allows a long speculation window,

f=sqrt(f)
... 
f=sqrt(f) 
if (f == 0)
  return;

x = read(*in)

1. After branch training, we
mispredict the condition and
continue execution

read(*(out + x))

2. Rollback of speculative
window if '*in' is  uncached 

3. Only if '*in' is cached we reach
the code that access '*out' and only
then rollback the speculative
window

Figure 2: A Buffer Gate with a Fixed Branch Delay.

which would execute the read command, setting the state of
the output to ′1′. To summarize, only if the state of both
inputs values is ′0′, we get an output value of ′1′. Otherwise,
the output value is ′0′. This is exactly the logical value of a
NOR function.

3.4 Multiple Inputs and Outputs

Repeating the patterns in Section 3.3 we can increase the
number of inputs in the NAND and NOR. For example, for a
four input NAND we use the following if statement:

if (*in1 + *in2 + *in3 + *in4 == 0)

Similarly, we can replicate the output of the gates into multiple
output variables by adding read statements to the misspec-
ulated branch. We use the notation GATEin

out for gate GATE
with in inputs and out outputs.

The processor uses a structure called line fill buffer (LFB) to
track memory loads that miss on the L1 cache. Consequently,
the number of LFBs limits the number of reads that can be
processed concurrently, and the fan-in and fan-out of our gates.
Specifically, when the total of the fan-in and fan-out exceeds
the number of LFB entries (12 in the processors we use), the
gates may fail.

3.5 Gates With a Fixed Branch Delay

All of the gates we use operate by creating a race between
the time a branch is resolved and the time the outputs are
accessed speculatively. In all of the gates we have seen so far,
the timing of resolving the branch varies depending on the
logical state of the inputs, whereas the timing of the memory
access is fixed by the computation of the imul instructions. In
this section we create additional gate types by swapping the
fixed and the variable paths of execution.

Figure 2 shows an example of a BUFFER gate, which
copies the logical state of the input to the output. The gate
operates by first calculating a sequence of sqrt operations,
which are set to return the (architectural) value 0. It then
branches on the result, returning if the value is indeed 0.
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During the computation of the sqrt operations, the proces-
sor cannot predicate the final result. Consequently, the pro-
cessor predicts the outcome of the branch, which we exploit
by setting the branch predictor to mispredict the branch out-
come. During the ensuing speculation window, the processor
proceeds to execute the remaining code of the function.

The misspeculated code first reads the input *in. It then
adds this value to the pointer out, and reads from the resulting
address. Before using the gate, we ensure that the memory
that in points to contains the value 0. Thus, the second read
operation accesses the location pointed by out. However,
the processor has to read *in before it can read *(out+x).
Consequently, the timing of the read from out depends on
whether *in is in the cache or not, i.e., whether its state is ′0′

or ′1′. If *in is in the cache (state ′1′), the read from out will
be executed before the speculative window is squashed and its
state will be set to ′1′. However, if *in is not the cache (state
′0′), the speculative window will be squashed before its value
will be made available to the CPU. In that case the second
read instruction will not be executed speculatively, and the
state of out will remain ′0′. This is exactly the truth table for
a BUFFER gate.

As before, by reading more output addresses (e.g.,
read(*(out2 + x)), read(*(out3 + x)), etc.) we can increase the
fan-out of the gate and extend it to BUFFER1

Y .
Similar to the extension of NOT1

Y to NANDX
Y gate, we can

extend BUFFER1
Y to ANDX

Y gate. This is done by making
the reading of *out dependent on the sum of multiple input
addresses instead of a single input address (e.g., x = read(*in1)
+ read(*in2), x = read(*in1) + read(*in2) + read(*in3), etc.).
Only if all input addresses are cached, their sum is available
to the CPU, and the read instructions are executed before the
speculative window is squashed.

3.6 Gates Without Branch Training

In order to open the speculative window, we need to train
the branch predictor to mispredict the initial branch we are
speculating on. We use the training method introduced in [25].
It starts with two “dry runs” of the gate that train the branch
predictor, followed by the actual “wet run”. Moreover, each
run of the gate (either “dry” or “wet”) starts with an empty
for loop that creates a consistent branch history. As a conse-
quence, the training of the gates is relatively long, increasing
the overall run time of our gates.

To reduce training time and allow faster gates, we use a
novel approach to cause the branch predictor to reliably mis-
predict a branch without the need to “retrain” it. The main idea
is to replace the single if condition with a large switch state-
ment. The correct case is determined by combining the value
of the input address with a counter that is incremented after
each evaluation of the gate. As the value of the input address is
not available to the CPU, the branch predictor mispredicts by
jumping to the previously chosen case based on the counter’s

previous value. According to our experimental evaluation of
the gates, switching from the branch training-based approach
(“bt”) to our non-branch training-based approach (“nbt”) can
significantly reduce the gates’ run time at the cost of a slight
reduction in the gates’ accuracy. Thus, the “nbt” gates present
a tradeoff between performance and accuracy.

Compilers offer multiple implementations for switch state-
ments. For our technique to work, we need the compiler to
use an indirect branch with a jump table. The choice of im-
plementation method depends on the number of cases and
their values. In our experiments we find that in both the native
and the WebAssembly compiler we use, the compiler chooses
a jump-table-based implementation when there are at least
eight cases. Once the implementation is chosen, the number
of cases has little impact on the gates’ accuracy or perfor-
mance. Hence we use the required minimum of eight cases
for implementing our gates.

The full version of this paper contains code samples for the
gate as well as detailed evaluation results.

3.7 Gates Evaluation
In our work, we focused our experiments on Intel’s range of
processors where we optimized the implementation of our
gates to work on those processors. See the full version of this
paper for complete experimental results with different gate
types including a discussion on the various values for fan-in
and fan-out.

Note that many of the gates require tailoring parameters
where we perform the tuning on a case-by-case basis (e.g.,
number of dummy instructions). We can fully optimize many
of the gates achieving an accuracy of approximately 99.9%
or above. All branch training-based gates achieve an accuracy
of over ≈ 99.5%, while the slightly less accurate non-branch
training-based gates still achieve an accuracy of over≈ 95.8%.
We can also see that our non-branch training-based gates
are indeed significantly faster than our branch training-based
variants. The non-branch training-based gates are approxi-
mately 300 cycles faster. Specifically, they are around twice
as fast when the output is ′1′ and three times faster when the
output is ′0′.

We could also reproduce similar results on an AMD
Ryzen 5 3500U and further implemented some of the gate
types on ARM processors. The full version of this paper
presents experimental results on the AMD Ryzen 5 3500U
and on a Macbook Air laptop with Apple M1 processor and
a Galaxy S21 phone with a Samsung Exynos 2100 SoC. We
leave the optimization of gates for these platforms to future
work.

4 Circuits

To demonstrate the versatility of our gates, we now show
how they can be used to build complex logical circuits. We
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investigate three circuits: the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) from
Nisan and Schocken [50], the SHA-1 hash function [49], and
finally Conway’s game of life [20].

Experimental Setup. We carry out the experiments in this
section on an Intel NUC 9 Extreme Kit equipped with an
Intel Core i7-9750H CPU running Xubuntu 21.10. Due to the
load-sensitive nature of the speculative gates and the cache
states, we isolate the core used to run the experiment using
the isolcpus kernel parameter and enable huge pages.

Our experiments explore the effects of the prefetcher (en-
able vs. disable) [87] on the accuracy of our circuits. We have
also tested the effects of CPU frequency scaling (fixed vs.
variable). We find that gates need to be tuned for the pro-
cessor frequency. However, once tuned, the accuracy of the
gates is similar. Moreover, we find that when setting a vari-
able frequency, the processor mostly executes at the highest
frequency. Therefore, we only report the results of variable
frequency to reflect a more realistic scenario.

4.1 ALU
We first demonstrate the viability of our speculative gates
through a construction of a four-bit ALU adapted from Nisan
and Schocken [50].

The ALU takes two four-bit numbers, x and y, along with
six control values, as input. Then it produces a four-bit value
output. The control values are used to direct the ALU to
which operations to perform on each operand. Specifically, by
using different combinations of the control values, the ALU
performs different operations such as increment, decrement,
addition, subtraction, negation, binary AND and binary OR.

To initialize the state of x, y, and the control values, we
either read the corresponding address to signify ′1′ or flush
the address to signify ′0′. We then let the ALU perform its
computation. Finally, we read the results by measuring the
access time of the output addresses.

We utilize error correction techniques to improve the ac-
curacy of our ALU. Specifically, we run the ALU five times
with five copies of the same initial values. We then use the
majority-out-of-5 gate (described in the full version) to com-
pute the final value. Performing such redundant calculation
and following a majority vote is a classic error correction
approach as used in, for example, redundant coding to detect
and correct errors from bit flips [38, 77, 88]. Our ALU is built
from 250 logic gates without majority (1 258 logic gates with
majority). It consists of 336 intermediate states (1 688 with
majority), of which only the four output bits, or 1.19% (0.24%
with majority) are exposed architecturally.

We perform 10 000 sets of experiments to measure the per-
formance of our ALU where we focus on the correctness of
the four-bit output. Each set of experiments contains 100 runs
of the ALU, where the inputs are selected at random. For
each run, the accuracy is one if all the four bits are correct. If
any of the four bits are incorrect, the accuracy is zero. The

Figure 3: ALU Accuracy. PD denotes accuracy with
prefetcher disabled, MPD denotes accuracy with error cor-
rection (majority gate) with prefetcher disabled. PE signifies
accuracy with prefetcher enabled, while MPE signifies accu-
racy with majority gate and prefetcher enabled. For visibility,
the Y axis is trimmed at a frequency of 0.35.

average of the accuracy of 100 runs represents the accuracy
of that set of experiments. Figure 3 illustrates the result of
our experiments in histogram. Specifically, it shows the ac-
curacy of the ALU calculation with/without error correction
and with/without prefetcher enabled. The histogram clearly
highlights a significant increase in the accuracy when using
the majority gates, namely, from a median of 89.0% to 100%
(82.0% to 95.4% average) when disabling the prefetcher and
from a median of 37.0% to 91.0% (43.7% to 84.1% aver-
age) when enabling the prefetcher. On average, performing
an ALU instruction takes 106 microseconds without error
correction and 529 microseconds with error correction.

4.2 SHA-1

Our second example of a circuit is an implementation of a
cryptographic hash function SHA-1 [49]. Note that in contrast
to Evtyushkin et al. [18] our entire round of SHA-1 calcu-
lations are performed in microarchitectural states where we
interact with them only for the initial state setting and the final
output reading. Generally, SHA-1 consists of a loop with 80
iterations to produce a 160-bit message digest output. In our
experiment, we perform one round of SHA-1; Listing 1 shows
the pseudocode.

1 void sha1_round(A, B, C, D, E, W) {
2 temp = circular_shift(5, A) + ((B & C) |
3 ((~B) & D)) + E + W + 0x5A827999;
4 E = D; D = C;
5 C = circular_shift(30, B);
6 B = A; A = temp;
7 }

Listing 1: Pseudocode for the first round of SHA-1

As the listing shows, one round of SHA-1 consists of two
circular left shifts, four additions, two binary AND, one binary
OR, and one binary NOT, each operating on 32-bit words. The
calculation of a round of SHA-1 requires 32-bit adder, AND,
OR, and NOR. In total, the circuit consists of 2 208 logic gate
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Figure 4: SHA-1 Accuracy

primitives and exposes 1.07% of its 2,976 total microarchi-
tectural intermediate logical states to the architectural state.

We evaluate our implementation by running the SHA-1 and
testing the rate of which the full 160-bit result is correctly com-
puted. Specifically, we take measurements of 10 000 experi-
ments, with each experiment performing 100 runs of SHA-1
with random inputs.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the accuracy for a single
round of SHA-1. With prefetcher disabled, we obtain an aver-
age and median of 94.95% and 99.00% respectively. When
the prefetcher is enabled, we obtain an average and median
of 66.55% and 58% respectively. Each round of SHA-1 takes
only 969 microseconds to run.

We further evaluate the robustness of our circuit by instru-
menting it to compute two blocks of SHA-1, each consisting
of 80 rounds. For a complete implementation, we also use
four round functions, as specified in the SHA-1 standard [49].
To perform the calculation, we chain consecutive invocation
of SHA-1 round circuits. That is, after performing one round,
we sample the result and copy it to the architectural state of
the processor. We then use the sampled data to set up the
cache state for the following round. We further increase the
accuracy by computing each round ten times, and using the
per-bit majority to determine the output of each round.

Repeating the full computation 1 000 times, we observe
a 95.1% probability that the output from our two-block
SHA-1 is correct. Each run involves 3 737 600 logic gates and
5 068 800 intermediate values, 1.01% of which is exposed
architecturally.

Evtyushkin et al. [18] implement SHA-1 using their “weird
gates”. Their implementation relies on Intel Transactional
Synchronization Extensions (TSX) [33], a feature of Intel pro-
cessor but has been mostly disabled due to security issues [34].
Also, their implementation exposes a significant part (41.9%)
of the logical state of SHA-1 to the architectural state of the
program. In contrast, our implementation uses generic proces-
sor features, which are available across multiple architectures,
and exposes only 1.01% of the logical states.

4.3 Game of Life
As a third example for complex logical circuits based on
our gates, we implement Conway’s game of life [20] for a

Figure 5: T-tetromino Heatmap (calculated from 300 repeti-
tions, the brighter the cell the higher accuracy)

universe up to size 12×12. Recall that the game is a cellular
automaton, consisting of a grid of cells. Each cell has a state
which can be either ‘live’ or ‘dead’. Each generation, the state
of a cell is updated based on the values of the cell and of its
eight neighbors, using the following rules: (1) a live cell that
has two or three live neighbors remains live; (2) a dead cell
with exactly three live neighbors becomes live; (3) other live
cells become dead, and other dead cells remain dead. In our
implementation, we denote a live cell by ′1′ and a dead cell
by ′0′.

According to the rules, calculating the next state of a cell
requires evaluating the state of that particular cell and its
eight neighbors. Since evaluating a cell changes its value, it
becomes crucial to not destroy the state of the cells that are
still needed for future evaluations. To tackle this challenge,
we microarchitecturally copy the value of a cell into two
locations. The first is used to perform an actual calculation
while the second is used to restore the original state of the
cell.

We implement games over multiple generations with ini-
tial states such as T-tetromino [1] and glider. Figure 5 shows
16 generations of the game, starting from a T-tetromino pat-
tern, in a 12× 12 universe. The brightness of a cell shows
the probability that our circuits calculates it as live. Table 1
summarizes the accuracy of a glider across 50 generations for
an 12×12 universe. We achieve a high accuracy for the first
generation; however, due to error propagations onto future
generations, the accuracy drops as the game progresses.

Each generation requires 7 808 logic gates to perform its
calculation with the total of 11 456 intermediate microarchi-
tectural states. This means that running 10 generations com-
putes 114 560 intermediate microarchitectural states. As we
expose only the final output of the circuit to the microarchitec-
tural states, the number of states exposed constantly remains
64 regardless of the number of generations. Specifically, for
one generation we expose 0.56% (64/11456), whereas for 10
generations we expose 0.06% (64/114560). One generation of
the game takes 3.19 millisecond to run.

5 Probe Amplification

This section demonstrates how we use our gates for side-
channel probe amplification. A fundamental ability that most
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Prefetcher Disabled Prefetcher Enabled

Generation Average Median Average Median
(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent)

1 59.10 69.00 62.76 73.00
10 48.74 48.00 46.99 48.00
20 22.76 22.00 25.58 25.00
30 15.28 13.00 15.53 11.00
40 17.09 16.00 11.10 9.00
50 10.99 9.00 4.70 3.00

Table 1: Game of Life Glider Accuracy

Figure 6: One Generation Game of Life Accuracy

microarchitectural side-channel and speculative execution
based attacks require is to determine or “probe” if a specific
cache line is in the cache or not. Because the difference in
access time is only in the order of approximately 100 clock
cycles, this requires access to high-resolution timers. In many
settings, e.g., WebAssembly and JavaScript code in modern
browsers, access to such timers is actively blocked to prevent
this type of attacks. We propose an amplification approach,
using our gates, that can amplify the minute timing difference
between cache hit and cache miss, allowing the use of timers
with arbitrarily low resolution to distinguish the two.

The scheme consists of three amplification steps. In the
first step, we use a single gate to achieve a small amplification.
In the second step, we create a tree-like structure achieving a
theoretical timing difference of up to 4 milliseconds. Finally,
in the third step, we combine multiple trees to achieve an
arbitrarily long timing difference.

5.1 Single-Gate Amplification
The first step in our proposed scheme is using NOT1

Y , a NOT
gate with a fan-out of Y (e.g., Y = 4), to gain a small amplifi-
cation.2 We denote the access time to an address cached in the
LLC by tin, the access time to an uncached address in the main
memory by tRAM , and their difference by ∆cache = tRAM− tin.
Assume we want to test if addrin is cached or not. Instead of
directly measuring the access time to addrin, we use addrin

2We use the NOT1
Y and not the BUFFER1

Y because it is easier to imple-
ment for multiple environments (e.g., native and WebAssembly).

in

out 1 out Y out Yl -Y out Yl

Figure 7: Amplification Tree Based on NOT1
Y Gates

as an input for the NOT1
Y gate. Then we measure the total

time it takes to sequentially access all Y output addresses. If
addrin was uncached, the Y output addresses will be cached
and the total access time will be Y · tin. Otherwise, the Y out-
put addresses will be uncached and the total access time will
be Y · tRAM . This amplifies the timing difference by a factor
of Y , from ∆cache to ∆gate = Y ·∆cache.

5.2 Probe Time Amplification Tree
As mentioned in Section 3.4, the fan-out is limited by the
size of the LFB, allowing only a small constant amplification.
To support a larger amplification factor, our next step is to
use a tree structure with tree depth l as shown in Figure 7.
Again, we use addrin as an input to a NOT1

Y gate. However,
instead of simply accessing the Y output addresses, we now
use each of them as inputs to NOT1

Y gates. This gives us a
total of Y 2 output addresses. We then continue in the same
manner for the full l layers, resulting in a total of Y l output
addresses. If the number of layers l is even, we expect all
output addresses to be cached if addrin was cached, and un-
cached otherwise. If l is odd, the cache state of the output
addresses is negated. In either case, measuring the total time
of sequentially accessing all of the Y l output addresses allows
us to amplify the timing difference to Y l ·∆cache. Note that the
tree is generated in a breadth-first order, i.e., generating each
layer before continuing to the next one.

We note that the amplification factor of this tree structure
is limited by the cache size as the number of possible output
addresses is limited by the number of cache lines. For exam-
ple, if we assume an LLC of size 8 MB (217 cache lines) and
∆cache = 100 clock cycles (0.033 microseconds on a 3 GHz
CPU) then ∆tree ≤Y l ·∆cache ≈ 4 milliseconds. Moreover, due
to practical considerations (e.g., memory prefetcher, risk of
self eviction between layers of the tree, etc.), the maximal
number of output addresses we can reliably use is much lower.

5.3 Amplification Hyper-tree
To overcome the limitations of tree amplification method, we
use a hyper-tree structure. We start our hyper-tree amplifica-
tion by using an l-layer amplification tree to copy (or negate
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if l is odd) the cache state of addrin to a bank of Y l output
addresses. We then continue to iterate over all addresses in
the bank. In each iteration, we use the address from the bank
as an input to a new tree, then sequentially access all the Y l

output addresses of the resulting tree. We measure the time
it takes to generate the Y l sub-trees and sequentially access
all the leaves of each sub-tree. Such a two-level hypertree
produces a total of Y 2·l output addresses. However, it only
has at most 2 ·Y l “live” memory addresses at each time, a
significant improvement over the single tree case. If needed,
we can extend this hyper-tree structure to d levels of sub-trees
and a total of Y d·l output addresses at a space cost of d ·Y l .

Note that in contrast to the simple tree amplification, we
cannot store all of the Y d·l output addresses in the cache at
the same time because the cache might not be large enough.
This means that we cannot merely measure the access time to
the output addresses but need to measure the entire process
of the amplification. This also means that regardless of the
cache state of addrin, we measure the time it takes to access
all of the addresses in all the nodes and leaves of the hyper-
tree. However, if the addresses in the layer before the last are
uncached, the output addresses are accessed from inside the
speculative window in parallel. In such a case, it takes tRAM
time to access all Y addresses inside the speculative window
and then Y · tin time to access them sequentially. However,
if the addresses in the layer before the last are cached, they
are only accessed sequentially at the end, with a total time
of Y ·tRAM . Hence, theoretically we obtain an overall amplified
timing difference of approximately

∆hypertree ≈ Y 2·l−1 · ((Y −1) · tRAM−Y · tin))≈ Y 2·l ·∆cache.

Note that the actual difference is lower due to the access time
in the intermediate layers. See the full version for details on
the hyper-tree amplification implementation.

5.4 Experimental Verification

To demonstrate our amplification hyper-tree scheme, we im-
plement and test it both in native code and in WebAssembly
code. We run the experiments on a Dynabook TECRA A50-
EC, with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8250U CPU running
Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS. In our experiments, we set the frequency
governance to performance. The WebAssembly code was
tested under Chromium 99.0.4843.0 (Developer Build). Fig-
ure 8 shows the results of running an amplification hyper-tree
in native. The hyper-tree is composed of three tree layers.
The topmost layer is an amplification tree from 1 to 16. The
bottom two layers are amplification trees from 1 to 512. In
total the tree amplifies the access time of a single address
to 16 ·512 ·512 = 4194304 memory accesses. For each run,
we measure the total time it takes to generate the whole tree
and access all the leaves. We run the amplification for a total
of 1000 times—500 runs with the root address we amplify

Figure 8: Amplification Hyper-Tree in Native

Figure 9: Amplification Hyper-Tree in WebAssembly.

cached, and 500 runs with it uncached. The difference be-
tween the median values of the two distributions is more than
100 milliseconds. Our statistical T-test analysis of the two
distributions (root cached vs. uncached) yield the p-value
(two-tailed) of 0.036, which strongly confirms that we can,
indeed, distinguish between the two scenarios.

Figure 9 shows the results of running an amplification
hyper-tree implemented in WebAssembly, after discarding
measurements that takes longer than 20 milliseconds as they
are too noisy to use (≈ 3% of the measurements). The hyper-
tree is composed of two tree layers. The topmost layer is an
amplification tree from 1 to 192. The second layer is an am-
plification tree from 1 to 512. In total the tree amplifies the
access time of a single address to 192 ·512 = 98304 memory
accesses. For each run, we measure the total time it takes to
generate the whole tree and access all the leaves. Similar to
the case of native code, we run 1000 experiments—500 with a
cached root and 500 with an uncached root. The difference be-
tween the median values of the two distributions is more than
2 milliseconds, which is the current timer resolution provided
in the Firefox browser. Similarly, we perform a statistical
T-test analysis of the two distributions (root cached vs. un-
cached) yield the p-value (two-tailed) of 0.010, which, again,
strongly confirms that we can, indeed, distinguish between
the two scenarios.

5.5 Eviction Set Creation
We now show how we use the probe time hyper-tree am-

plification scheme from Section 5 to create eviction sets us-
ing only low-resolution timers available to JavaScript and
WebAssembly code running inside a browser. We imple-
ment the eviction set creation algorithm from Vila et al. [86],
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Figure 10: Time to find an eviction set in Chrome using 0.1
millisecond low-resolution timer

while using our probe time amplification to support the low-
resolution timers provided by Google Chrome.

We run our experiment on an unmodified Chrome
102.0.5005.61 (Official Build; 64-bit) on the same setup as
before. Our WebAssembly code chooses a memory address
and tries to find its congruent eviction set that includes 12
addresses. We start with a set of 3000 addresses that, with a
very high probability, contain all 128 possible eviction sets
with the same page offset as the target address. In 83 out of
100 runs, we are able to find the correct eviction set. Another
8 runs are “close”, meaning that only one address returned is
not in the real eviction set. We are not able to find an eviction
set for the remaining 9 runs. Failed runs are due to excessive
noise. The algorithm detects such failures, and re-running
typically finds an eviction set.

Figure 10 shows the measured running time of the algo-
rithm. To summarized, our algorithm is able to find the correct
eviction set in 78% of the runs. We only use the 0.1 millisec-
ond resolution timer provide by Chrome, and the median run
time of algorithm is approximately 11 seconds.

6 Prime+Store: Fast Attacks with Slow Clocks

Slow clocks introduce two problems for microarchitectural
side-channel attacks. The first issue is that it is hard to distin-
guish microarchitectural events with a slow clock; we address
this problem in Section 5. The second issue is that the clock
limits the rate at which we can measure events; each mea-
surement takes at least one clock tick. This section presents
the Prime+Store attack, which overcomes this limitation. We
first describe the attack and then demonstrate how we use it
against a vulnerable version of ElGamal.

6.1 Prime+Store
Our Prime+Store attack is a variant of Prime+Probe. Recall
that a Prime+Probe attack consists of two main actions. In
the prime step, the attacker accesses all of the members of
an eviction set, bringing them to the cache. In the probe step,
the attacker accesses the members of the eviction set again to
measure the access time and detect if any of the members of
the eviction set has been evicted from the cache. Specifically,

the probe step is a function that takes the cache state of the
eviction set members and returns false if all of them are
in the cache and true if some of them are not in the cache.
We note that under our computational model, if eviction set
members are in the cache, they represent the logical value ′1′.
Hence, the probe function effectively calculates the NAND of
the logical values of the addresses in the eviction set.

Based on this observation, we design our Prime+Store at-
tack using a NANDx

1 gate, where x is the associativity of the
cache. For the attack, we use an eviction set as the input to the
NANDx

1 gate. This stores the probe result as the cache state
of the output of the gate. To perform multiple probes of the
same cache set, we repeatedly invoke the NANDx

1 gate with
the eviction set as input, but each invocation we set the output
to a different memory address. After we finish sampling, we
can then test each of the memory addresses to determine the
outputs of the gates. Thus, using this technique, we decouple
the cache measurements from the sampling, allowing us to
perform repeated samples at a high rate.

Recall that the total fan-in and fan-out of our gates is limited
by the size of the LFB, but the fan in of the NAND gate used
for the probe operation is the associativity of the LLC. Hence,
if the associativity of the LLC is larger than the size of the
LFB, the NAND gate may fail to work. We note, however,
that in most cases, the victim only evicts one entry from the
cache. Consequently, most of the eviction set remains cached.
Accesses to cached memory free the LFB fast, allowing the
attack to operate even though the fan-in is larger than the size
of the LFB. The attack may still fail when several entries of
the eviction set are evicted from the cache. We ignore this
case, considering the failure as noise. If such noise is not
acceptable, the attacker can use a more complex circuit to
compute the NAND function using multiple gates.

6.2 Attacking ElGamal
To demonstrate the effectiveness of Prime+Store, we use it to
recover the private key from a vulnerable implementation of
the ElGamal public-key encryption scheme [15]. Specifically,
we target the modular exponentiation operation, which raises
a base b to the power e modulo some modulus m, i.e., calcu-
lating be mod m. During ElGamal decryption, the private key
is used as the exponent e. Hence, our attack aims to recover
the exponent.

The attack itself consists of three steps. We first collect
traces of memory activity that correspond to segments of
the modular exponentiation operation. We then process these
traces to recover the operations performed during the observed
segments. Finally, we “stitch” the segments to recover the
private key. In this subsection we describe the attack setup
and the victim we target. Following subsections describe the
steps of the attack.

Attack Setup. We run the experiment on Dynabook TECRA
A50-EC, with an Intel Core i5-8250U CPU running Ubuntu
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20.04.3 LTS with LFB size 12. The frequency governance is
set to performance. We run two processes, a victim and a spy.
The victim uses GnuPG 1.4.13 to repeatedly perform ElGamal
decryption with a 4 096-bit modulus. With this parameter, the
GnuPG private key is of length 457 bits. The spy performs
the attack, collecting traces as described below in Section 6.3.

Victim Implementation. To calculate the modular exponen-
tiation, GnuPG 1.4.13 uses the square-and-multiply algorithm.
The algorithm consists of three main operations, square, mul-
tiply, and modular reduction. It scans the bits of the exponents
from the most to the least significant. For a bit value zero,
it performs square followed by a modular reduction. For a
bit value one, it performs a sequence of square, modular re-
duction, multiply, and modular reduction. The algorithm is
known to be vulnerable to side-channel attacks and has been
attacked multiple times [44, 96, 98]. Specifically, by recover-
ing the sequence of square and multiply operations that the
algorithm performs, the attacker can recover the exponent.

6.3 Trace Acquisition

In our attack, we find an eviction set for the code of the square
operation and use Prime+Store to repeatedly sample cache
usage in the cache set. Once we have collected several sam-
ples, we use our amplification technique from Section 5 to
amplify each sample to allow recovery with our clock.

Because measurement takes a long time, data we collect
may decay, e.g., due to spurious cache evictions. To overcome
the decay, we use two techniques. First, we observe that de-
cays tend to change values only in one direction (′1′ to ′0′).
We therefore oversample and then coalesce three consecutive
samples using a NOR gate before measuring the result. Hence,
unless all three samples decay, we do not miss a ′1′ sample.

However, when measurement time is long, oversampling
is not sufficient to avoid decay. Consequently, as a second
measure, we limit the number of samples we collect in each
trace, so that the trace only correspond to a small segment of
the exponentiation operation.

For the attack on ElGamal, we collect a total of 100 000
traces, each consisting of 2 793 samples, at a rate of 0.33
microsecond per sample. We then coalesce groups of three
consecutive samples, and amplify for measurement with a
0.1 millisecond clock. Measurement of a trace takes approxi-
mately 0.34 seconds, resulting in a trace of 931 coalesced sam-
ples, which we further process. Overall, collecting 100 000
traces takes 9 hours and 40 minutes.

The limited number of samples means that we can only
observe a single segment of the exponent at a time. As in past
works [67, 71, 98], our aim is to collect a large number of
segments and then stitch them together.

Figure 11: A segment of samples of the square operation in
modular exponentiation. The bottom shows samples in which
we detect eviction. The top shows the sample density. Peaks
with density above 15 correspond to a square operation.

6.4 Trace Processing

After collecting the traces, we process them to recover the
sequence of square (S) and multiply (M) operations in the seg-
ments of the modular exponentiation that they cover. The bot-
tom part of Figure 11 shows an example of a trace. (Trimmed
to 400 samples for clarity.) Shaded areas indicate that our
Prime+Store attack detected activity in the set in the corre-
sponding coalesced sample. We clearly observe blocks of
cache activity that indicate a square operation. However, the
samples are noisy, with both gaps during square operations
and spurious activity between squares.

To detect the blocks, we measure the density of evictions
in an area. For each sample, we count the number of evictions
in the subsequent 9 and 15 samples, and multiply the counts
to obtain a measure of the density. The top part of Figure 11
shows the density measure for the displayed trace. We then
perform peak detection to identify the samples at which a
square operation starts. Specifically, we define a peak as a
sample that has a higher density than any of the preceding
and subsequent eight samples. Peaks with density above a
threshold of 12 indicates a start of a square operation.

After recovering the positions of the square operations
we use the distance between consecutive square operations.
Specifically, we find that when the exponent bit is 0, the dis-
tance between consecutive squares is about 30 samples, and
when the bit is 1, the distance is around 60 samples. As such,
we assume that peaks at a distance of 15–45 samples are con-
secutive square operations, whereas peaks at a distance of
46–75 samples are a square followed by a multiply. Thus, the
sequence of operations in the segment covered in Figure 11 is
SSSMSSSMSSSSM. We ignore peaks that are closer than 15
samples to the previous peak, and treat peak distances of
over 75 samples as unknown operations.

6.5 Key Recovery

The next step is to “stitch” the segments and recover the key.
For that we draw on an algorithm from DNA sequencing [90],
adapted to the binary case. Our stitching algorithm relies on
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the observation that long enough sequences of square and
multiply operations are unlikely to appear more than once
within the exponent. Thus, the algorithm iteratively extends a
guess of the sequence of square and multiply operations used
during exponentiation with the key. For the sake of exposition
we first explain a naive algorithm that assumes no errors in
the traces.
Naive Algorithm. Our naive algorithm starts from the
longest segment, which it uses as the current guess, and itera-
tively extends it to recover the full key. If there are multiple
longest segments, it just picks one arbitrarily. To extend the
guess, the algorithm searches all captured segment, looking
for the matching segment with the largest overlap with the
current guess. That is, it looks for a segment that when aligned
at some position, has matches on all the positions that over-
lap with the guess, and out of those it picks the one with the
longest overlap. It then merges the segment into the guess, ex-
tending the guess in the case that the segment extends beyond
the guess. The algorithm stops when running out of segments
or when the complete key is recovered.
Handling Trace Errors. The main problem with the naive
algorithm is that traces do contain errors. To handle errors
we modify the algorithm slightly. In the modified algorithm,
instead of just associating an operation with a position, we
track the likelihood for both operations, guessing the more
likely for each position. To generate the initial guess we search
for a segment that repeats the largest number of times in the
collected traces, and use it for initial guess.

Instead of keeping a single guess for each position, we
track the support for a square and a multiply operation. If
support for square is larger than support for multiply, we
predict that the operation is square. Otherwise, we predict
that the operation is multiply.

To extend the guess, the algorithm searches the collected
segments for the segment that has the largest match with
the prediction in the guess. It then calculates the weight of
the segment, which is the number of positions in which the
operation in the segment agrees with the operation predicted
for the matching location in the guess. Finally, the algorithm
updates the prediction by adding the weight of the segment to
the guess support in each position.

6.6 Evaluation
As discussed in Section 6.3, we collect 100 000 traces over a
period of almost 10 hours. Among those, 613 attempts fail,
leaving us with 99 387 traces.

We first filter collected segments to remove apparent trace
errors. Specifically, we ignore segments that contain 11 or
more consecutive square operations. We find that such se-
quences often appear due to capture errors, and their inclu-
sion confuses our stitching algorithm. We note that with a
457-bit ElGamal private key, we expect about one in five keys
to include such a sequence. Omitting these sequences means

Figure 12: Distribution of Stitched Key in Relation to Ground
Truth Location

that for such keys we will need an extra step of adding the
missing segments. Overall, there are 12 568 such segments.

To test the coverage of the trace collection, we compare
each collected segment with the ground truth. Figure 12 shows
the distribution of the positions at which the segments best
match the ground truth. Focusing on segments with length
of 20 or more operations, we find that 3 572 segments out
of the remaining 86 819, completely match the private key.
Furthermore, 9 467 long segments match the ground truth
with one operation error, and 14 007 match with two errors.
Running the stitching algorithm, we find that after merging
22 863 we recover the full key. The process takes 14 minutes
and 31 seconds.

7 Related Work

Early Attacks from the Browser. Genkin et al. [22] demon-
strate an LLC attack in WebAssembly, recovering the keys of
multiple cryptographic schemes. Oren et al. [51] implement a
cache attack in JavaScript, performing website fingerprinting.
Gras et al. [26] use a cache attack to break address space lay-
out randomization. All use high-resolution timers that were
available to JavaScript and WebAssembly at the time.

Alternative Timers. Several works investigate alternative
timers for use in web browsers [41, 63, 70]. Following
Wray [91], Schwarz et al. [70] propose a timer based on a
shared counter, which has been used for Spook.js [5]. Main-
stream browsers have eliminated the SharedArrayBuffer
feature which is used for implementing the shared counter [31,
56, 89]. While some browsers have since partially re-enabled
the feature, it is not fully enabled [48].

Cache Occupancy Attacks. The cache occupancy attack [74,
75] measures the access time to a cache-size buffer. The
timing differences between many and few cache misses can
be detected with a low-resolution clock. Moreover, the papers
show that by counting the number of times the buffer can
be accessed between clock ticks reveals information even
when the timer resolution is as low as 100 milliseconds. The
downside of the attack is that it has a low spatial resolution,
i.e., it provides a proxy of the amount of memory activity, but
does not reveal information on which memory addresses are
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accessed. Under ideal conditions, the attack can be used for
cryptography [24], but it is not clear how this translates to real
environments. Moreover, due to the time it takes to access the
whole buffer, the temporal resolution of the attack is low.
Amplifying through Repetition. When the event that sets
the cache state can be repeated, repeating it multiple times
can amplify the difference between hits and misses. Such
amplification has been used for a Spectre attack, where the
attacker can repeat the attack as long as the leaked contents
do not change [30, 47, 71]. Theoretically, this approach could
also be used to find eviction sets, but we are not familiar with
any implementation of such approach and it would seem that
a naive implementation will be too noisy to be effective.
PLRU Attack. Röttger and Janc [66] propose an L1
cache attack that exploits the Pseudo-LRU replacement al-
gorithm used in the Intel L1 caches. L1 attacks do not apply
across cores, but it may be possible, in combination with the
Prime+Scope attack [59], to apply cross-core attacks. How-
ever, it is not clear if and how the technique can be used for
finding eviction sets with low-resolution timers.
Weird Gates. Evtyushkin et al. [18] describe “weird” gates
that use transient execution to compute over microarchitec-
tural state. They propose two types of gates. BP gates compute
a logical function of the state of the branch predictor and the
memory location that contains the code for the gate. They
store the result as a state of a location in the data cache. Due
to the differences between the types of states used for input
and output, BP gates are not composable and it is not clear
how to create gates from them.

The second type of gates, TSX gates, use Intel’s Transac-
tional Synchronization Extensions (TSX) [33] to implement
the gates. The feature is Intel-specific and is not supported
by other processors. Due to security issues [67, 69, 71], Intel
disabled the feature by default. Thus, TSX gates cannot work
on newer and patched processors. Moreover, JavaScript and
WebAssembly do not support TSX, hence TSX gates cannot
be implemented in these languages.

While TSX gates are composable like ours, their accuracy
(about 99%) is significantly lower than some of our gates’
(over 99.9%). Consequently, Evtyushkin et al. [18] frequently
transfer gates’ output to the architectural state. For example,
their SHA-1 implementation exposes 41% of the intermedi-
ate values to the architectural state. In contrast, our SHA-1
implementation performs a full round without exposing any
intermediate values. Moreover, to increase robustness, the
software needs to execute each gate multiple times and per-
form statistical analysis to decide the likely correct outcome.
While our circuits also use redundant computation to increase
robustness, we use our majority gates to select the output
without exposing the intermediate values to the software.

Evtyushkin et al. [18] propose to use their gates to imple-
ment stealthy computation that is harder to detect and analyze
(e.g., a form of program obfuscation to prevent reverse en-
gineering). Similarly, our gates evaluation is also dependent

on the microarchitectural layer, which also stores their state.
Thus, the same analysis on stealthiness and program obfusca-
tion apply to our gates.
Concurrent Work. In a concurrent and independent work,
Kaplan [37] also shows how to use speculative execution to
create logical gates. The work mentions the possibility of
using branch prediction (which we exploit), but also shows
gates based on return address prediction, which require no
branch training. It also demonstrates how to combine gates
to create logical circuits, to speed up cache attacks, and to
amplify cache measurement up to 600 milliseconds.

8 Conclusions

We investigate using transient execution to improve cache at-
tacks. We present three types of logical gates that operate on
the state of the cache. Our gates are functional enough to per-
form Turing complete calculations, and are versatile enough
to work on a range of environments, including in browsers
and across multiple processor architectures. We demonstrate
that using our gates we can amplify the timing signal of cache
miss vs. hit by six orders of magnitude, achieving a timing dif-
ference of 100 milliseconds. Our amplification strategy works
well within a browser, and we demonstrate its use for building
eviction sets in Chrome, using no timing source other than
the JavaScript timer, whose resolution is 0.1 milliseconds. We
further present the Prime+Store attack, a variant of Prime+
Probe that decouples cache sampling from the timing mea-
surement. We demonstrate the power of Prime+Store by using
it to attack the modular exponentiation implementation in a
version of GnuPG. We show that we can sample at a rate that
is more than 100 times faster than our clock rate, allowing us
to obtain (secret) exponent bits from GnuPG. We believe that
our gates pave the way for implementing other primitives that
manipulate microarchitectural state.
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